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The Moors The landscapes of Wuthering Heights play an important part in the novel, Get access to this section to get all
the help you need with your essay and.

Like her mother, Cathy yearns to escape the confines of the house and play on the moors. Charlotte, Emily,
Branwell, and Anne lived in the country of Britain with their father and their aunt. Hareton Earnshaw - He is
the sonof Hindley, yet Within the novel, Wuthering Heights, revenge is an action taken by many people in
order to redeem themselves. An interesting twist for these two characters is that instead of breaking down
obstacles to be with one another, they instead create obstacles for each other because of how much they love
and want to be with each other The attraction between Catherine and Heathcliff is a lot like a storm: an
intense, destructive, and unstoppable force of nature which consumes all around it. Heathcliff is associated
with evil and darkness from the beginning of the novel. The most important Gothic element of the novel is its
setting, Wuthering Heights. Heathcliff marries Edgar'ssister just to make Catherine jealous. Nelly Dean
becomes the narrator of the novel and tells stories of the Linton and Earnshaw families and their lives at the
houses Thrushcross Grange and Wuthering Heights Wuthering Heights written under her pen name, Ellis Bell,
was published in  Why do people use revenge as a way of hurting someone you once loved. Heathcliff
disappears for three years and returns an esteemed man, ready to take revenge on those who wronged him.
Although today Wuthering Heights is regarded as an American classic when it first came out it had mixed
reviews because it went against the Victorian standards. Often times those who have the most responsibility,
although they also have the most power, go greatly unnoticed. Upon arrival he was not greeted with any
respect and or love. Catherine is accepted in either household while Heathcliff does not belong in either
household. I was taught to forgive others, not to be envious of what other people had, and not to allow myself
to become bitter because of any resentment I might feel toward others. At the Heights, everyone is tougher
while the owners of the Grange are softened and more civilised by luxury. The novel takes place in England
around  When true love is found, people will do everything possible to hold on toand cherish it for eternity. No
longer the mischievous little girl that loved to get in trouble with Heathcliff, she was a polite young lady
interested in Edgar Linton. In many novels, revenge is an action typically taken by the main villain upon the
main hero. The moors are the basic setting in which Bronte begins to establish the lonely atmosphere which
penetrates each of the characters at some point in the novel. The first place to discuss is so important, it is the
title of the book, Wuthering Heights There's no doubt in it. Heathcliff for a second time, and the horriblesnow
storm that he encounters is the first piece of evidence that he should haveperceived about Heathcliff's
personality. After that, Emily died soon in at age thirty.


